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ABSTRACT

Different methods of modeling of most loaded fuel pin are presented at the work.
Calculation studies are performed on example of accident related to VVER-1000 cluster rod
ejection with using of spatial kinetic code DYN3D that uses nodal method to calculate
distribution of neutron flux in the core. Three methods of modeling of most loaded fuel pin
are considered - flux reconstruction in fuel macrocell, pin-by-pin calculation by using of
DYN3D/DERAB package and by introducing of additional "hot channel". Obtained results of
performed studies could be used for development of calculation kinetic models during
preparing of safety analysis report.

Important aspect of modeling of transients and emergency modes of reactor operation is
assessment of the maximal values of the local neutron-physical characteristics such as, for
example, linear neutron power of fuel pin, temperature of fuel and cladding, for which certain
limits are defined in NPP's project both for normal operation, and emergency mode.

As usually, main goal of calculation analysis of design basis accident is confirmation of
acceptance criteria with respect to fuel cladding integrity and non-admission of local fuel
melting. This task requires of defining position of most loaded fuel pin and knowledge of the
axial power distribution at it during whole considered time of transient. Inasmuch as pin-by-
pin calculations of dynamic process require too much resource, different methods of power
distribution reconstruction on base of results of macro-calculations by such codes as DYN3D
and BIPR are used to obtain pin power distribution.

Three methods of modelling of most loaded fuel pin are considered in frame of the
given work on example of accident related to cluster ejection:

- Pin-by-pin calculation by using of coupled codes D YN3D/DERAB;
- power distribution reconstruction inside of fuel assembly
- "hot channel" methodology used by DYN3D code.
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Pin-by-pin calculation by using of coupled codes DYN3D/DERAB
Pin-by-pin calculation by use of coupled codes DYN3D/DERAB is most accurate

method of modelling of single fuel pin among used in frame of the given work. Used for this
purpose code DERAB is fine-mesh finite-difference program intended for neutron flux
calculation with two-group diffusion approximation in hexagonal fuel assembly with
triangular fuel lattice. In given program two-group neutron diffusion equation is solved in
region composed of central assembly and six half of surrounding assemblies. Fine-mesh
calculation is performed with setting of boundary conditions from DYN3D code, neutron flux
in surrounding assemblies is used as last ones. Connection of considered node with
neighbouring nodes in axial direction is accounted by setting axial leakage that is determined
from DYN3D macro calculation. In given methodology pin burnup distribution is taking into
account in each node by taking stock of history of previous fuel campaigns. It should be noted
that pin power distribution for each time moment can be obtained after full modeling of the
transient and additional calculation with use of DERAB code of each time point, and this task
requires too much resource.

Power distribution reconstruction
Method of nodal flux reconstruction realised in DYN3D code is similar to DERAB

methodology and it's described in detail in [1], But here pin power reconstruction is
performed on base of average value of fuel burnup in considered node that will cause some
error during modelling of most loaded fuel pin.

"Hot channel" methodology used by DYN3D code
"Hot channel" methodology used in DYN3D code provides capability to consider some

"hot channels" for each fuel assembly. Axial power distribution for each "hot channel" is
defined by multiplication of axial power distribution of average loaded pin of considered fuel
assembly by some coefficient. As usually coefficient chosen by user is represented by pin
power peeking factor in considered assembly (this coefficient was defined with use of code
DERAB at initial state of transient in results comparison presented below). Axial profile of
relative power of "hot channel" will be corresponding to profile of connected core channel.
Use of this methodology for any transient or accident mode doesn't allow determining change
of position of most loaded element, and also change of axial and radial profiles inside of fuel
assembly during transient.

Let's consider results of application of the various approaches of modelling of most
loaded fuel pin for an estimation of keeping of acceptance criteria in design basis accident
related to cluster ejection.

Modelling of this transient was performed with consideration of complete scale core at
the rated level of power in the beginning of the reactor campaign that is characterized by the
most high power peeking factors.

Following initial conditions of core (t=0 s) were used for modeling of transient'.

- reactor power corresponds to rated value 3000 MW;
working group of CPS control rods is located at position of H n> =177 cm from
bottom of core. It corresponds to lowest regulation position;

- temperature of coolant at inlet of core is 287°C;

- non-uniform equilibrium poisoning with Xe and Sm.

Ejection of cluster from fuel assembly Xs85 for time 0.1s is considered in the presented
transient.
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Below at fig. In-3 the relative assembly powers (Kq) and the relative pin powers (Kr) at
fuel assemblies W»85 and N2IOI are presented at the initial state before cluster ejection. Pin-
by-pin calculations performed by code DERAB indicate that maximum integral pin power is
realised at the pin Ha 266 of the fuel assembly .N»101. This pin is located at the periphery of
fuel assembly (fig. 3). The same position of most loaded fuel pin was obtained by power
reconstruction inside of assembly Xs 101. It should be noted that during transient, especially if
it's characterized by control rods moving, position of most loaded fuel pin can be changed. In
this case the modelling of behaviour of most loaded fuel pin with use of power reconstruction
has significant advantage over "hot channel" method because power reconstruction will
determine change of position of most loaded pin and value of it.
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Fig 1 - Relative assembly powers (Kq) at the beginning of transient
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Fig.2 - Relative pin powers (Kr) at FAN°85 at the beginning of transient
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Fig.3 - Relative pin powers (Kr) atFAXalOl at the beginning of transient

In respect to considered here methods of pin power modeling it's interesting to compare
these methods not only for most loaded pin but also for pins with significant deformation of
power profile both in radial and in axial directions.

Three fuel pins are considered in the frame of given analysis:
- most loaded fuel pin Ns266 of assembly N° 101;
- peripheral fuel pin N<2.66 of assembly X»85, from which ejection of partial

inserted cluster is considered;
- fuel pin JV°206 of assembly ^"85, that situated near to inserted cluster.

Axial linear power distributions at the investigated fuel pins are presented at the fig. 4-̂ 6
at the initial state before beginning of transient. Data presented on the below figures shows
that axial linear power distributions in fuel pin N°266 of fuel assembly X»101 obtained by all
three methods are correlated good enough each to other on whole core height. Only some
underestimation of the absolute value of linear power obtained by power reconstruction is
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observed, because microstructure of fuel assembly isn't taken into account during flux
reconstruction (namely presence of water gap). Similar situation is observed also at the lower
part of fuel pins N°206 and M2266 of assembly N»85, where cluster isn't inserted. But at the
upper part of fuel pins N°206 and Na266 of this assembly the differences are more significant
due to valuable deformation of power distribution in the fuel assembly caused by inserted
cluster. The largest difference gives model with use of "hot channel" (20+25%).

It should be noted that "hot channel" coefficients are chosen for fuel assembly slice
without inserted cluster. It causes difference in the upper part of pin, but significant
decreasing of differences will be expected with cluster outgoing.
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After cluster ejection the neutron field is displaced in the upper part of reactor core. At
that, as at the initial time moment, the axial linear power distributions at the most loaded fuel
pin of assembly KalOl obtained by all three methods are correlated good enough (fig. 7).

After cluster ejection the smoothing of radial field inside of assembly N°85 was occurred
and "hot channel" coefficients become well described axial power distribution along whole
core height (fig. 8+9).

Differences towards underestimation of absolute value of linear power by calculations
with use of power reconstruction, which were observed in initial state, were retained after
cluster ejection. Obviously it could be cause by presence of water gap that isn't taken into
account in the flux reconstruction model.

As the calculation studies of accident related to cluster ejection show [2], the maximal
values of linear power and minimal margins to limits of fuel and cladding damage are realized
at the time moment, when cluster is fully extracted from the reactor core before rods of
emergency protection aren't began to insert. Therefore it can be concluding that all three
methods predict good enough maximal values of thermal-physical parameters (fuel and
cladding temperature, DNB ratio etc.) which are acceptance criteria for given accident.

The higher values of linear power (both local and integral) obtained by use of "hot
channel" method in comparison to flux reconstruction point to priority of use of first one for
conservative analysis of accidents.

At the same time it should be noted that model with use of power reconstruction, which
partially takes into account deformation of power field inside of fuel assembly, is more
applicable to so called «best estimated)) calculations. But for this purpose it must be modified
in part of taking into account of inner microstructure of fuel assembly and influence of spatial
distribution of fuel pin burnup.
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CONCLUSIONS

Significant differences of linear power calculation by use of "hot channel" and power
reconstruction in comparison to pin-by-pin calculation are observed in the part of fuel
assembly with inserted cluster.
In the part of fuel assembly without inserted cluster all tliree methods demonstrate the
enough close results (3%) of axial linear power.
Underestimation =3% of the absolute value of linear power obtained by power
reconstruction is observed, because microstructure of fuel assembly isn't taken into
account during flux reconstruction (namely presence of water gap).
Modeling with use of "hot channel" method is preferably for application for safety
analysis of accidents with use of conservative approaches. This method gives more
conservative results.
Model with use of power reconstruction, which partially takes into account
deformation of power field inside of fuel assembly, is more applicable to so called
«best estimated)) calculations. But for this purpose it must be modified in part of
taking into account of inner microstructure of fuel assembly and influence of spatial
distribution of fuel pin burnup.
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